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Internal Branding in Harmony;
Adding Value to Others
Developing a brand takes understanding

of what makes the organization unique.

Collin’s SMaC (Simple, Methodical and

Consistent recipe) creates a replicable and

consistent success formula from a defined

set of operating practices that frames

every decision from top down and rarely

changes over time; however company cul-

ture cannot be espoused—inspired, but not

espoused.  It can take a company off track

if the SMaC, mission, vision and values are

not living inside every employee creating

a culture that moves the organization

towards its goals.  It is important to begin

with the end in mind—the journey of

purpose defining the employee’s daily ac-

tions towards serving customers. Stephen

Covey shares in Joe Calhoun’s book, The

One Hour for Growth:

“In an hour or so, you can create a draft of

your Business Growth Plan including your

Vision, Mission, Values, Objectives, Strategies,

and priorities that fits on a single sheet of

paper. It will help you grow your business

by better serving your customers, employees,

and business owners. Most businesspeople,

including your competitors, don’t take the time

to plan well. It’s a weakness for them – and an

opportunity for you.”

A mission statement must not only

be on the wall, but on the website and

on every internal document employees

see. And all in one sentence, please. It is

surprising to see how many organizations

do not have their mission statement on

their website or employees cannot recite it.

What Is the Outcome That You,
as Leadership, Desire?
Is this a deep passionate desire? Does

everyone on the leadership team, the

Building a Culture of Leadership
Investing in corporate culture is investing in your bottom line

|  LEADERSHIP  |

supervisors, and staff carry the torch for

the same purpose? Is this purpose (mis-

sion) in their DNA? Is this just a job? Do

your business partners [such as insurance

brokers] have the same DNA? Or are they

simply vendors showing up at renewal

or when you call them? Are they filtering

your message to your employees and their

families, and trying to keep costs down?

Are they educating them on benefits,

wellness and safety through TEAM (total

ER/ER Appreciation Management™)?

Assisting your HR department with

training, claims, compliance and culture,

passionately serving your employees who

serve your clients? Or are your employees

and service providers merely showing

up? Ring that bell, sound the alarm to

move their passion towards your mission.

Or, should you incentivize them to move

on, if they are not a fit for your company

culture? Zappos, for example, offers

employees $2,000 to quit if they are not

committed to the mission.

Change Belief, Change Behavior
The seed of greatness is in every human

being. Many are still living what they

were told.  Paul Martinelli states, “When

an individual changes their belief, their

behavior changes.” What we believe

may have come from family, teachers,

bosses or friends—habits formed in our

subconscious. Mentoring programs and

training can change these past rules when

the belief changes, thus the importance of

a leadership culture - the mysterious glue

that holds employees together marching

towards the same mission.

Employee engagement is not a

buzzword. Organizations are only a vision

without employees, yet statistics show a

lack of presentism. Habits are anchored,

but inspiring change through great leader-

ship lessons and practices can change bad
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